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1912.
Sat., June liW,
Tues., Aug. !l7,
Wed., Aug. !l8,
Friday, Aug. 80,
Mon., Sept. 2,
Tues., Sept. 8,
Wed., Sept. 11,
Mon., Sept. 16,
Friday, Oct. 4,
Mon., Oct. 14,
Wed., Oct. 80,
Wed., Nov. 6,
Friday, Nov. 15,
Tues., Dec. 8,
Friday, Dec. 6,
Mon., Dec. !l8,
Tues., Dec. !l4,
Friday, Jan. 8,
Sat., Feb. 1,
Friday, Feb. 14,
Sat., Feb. 22,
Wed., Feb. 26,
Thurs., Mar. 20,
Tues., Mar. 25,
Mon., April 14,
Tues., April 15,
Tues., April 29,
Mon., May 19,
Friday, May 80,
Friday, June 18,
Sat., June 21,
Scholarship Examinations.
Conditioned Examinations-Latin, English,
History.
Conditioned Examinations-Greek, Mathe-
matics, Science.
Entrance Examinations.
Registration.
Session begins-First Semester.
9 A.M., Lectio Brevis in Languages.
Solemn Mass of the Holy Ghost.
Modern Languages resumed..
Feast of St. Francis Assisi, Rector's Day.
First Quarterly Competitions.
First Quarterly Distribution.
Solemn Requiem Mass for the Deceased
Professors and Students.
Second Quarter.
Feast of St. Francis Xavier, Patron of the
College.
Second Quarterly Competitions.
Mid-Year Distribution.
Christmas Recess begins.
1918.
Classes resumed.
Second Semester.
Third Quarterly Competitions.
Washington's Birthday.
Quarterly Distribution.
Holy Thursday-Easter recess begins.
Classes resumed.
Quarterly Competitions.
Fourth Quarter.
Elocution Contest.
Repetitions begin.
Decoration Day.
Annual Examinations begin.
Feast of St. Aloysius-Summer recess begins.
lSoarb of m:ru~tet~.
REV. FRANCIS HEIERMANN, S.J.,
PRESIDENT.
REV. JAMES D. POLEY, S.•T.,
VICE-PRESIDENT.
REV. FRANCIS B. CASSILLY, S.J.,
CHANCELLOR.
REV. GEORGE A. McGOVERN, S.J.,
SECRETARY.
REV. WILLIAM J. HARRINGTON, S.J.,
REV. LOUIS A. O'CONNOR, S.J.
jfacultp.
REV. FRANCIS HEIERMANN, S.J.•
PRESJDEN'r.
REV. GEORGE A. McGOVERN. S.J.•
PREFECT OF STUDIES AND DISCIPLINE.
REV. JOHN J. O'BRYAN. S.J.
REV. JOSEPH WILCZEWSKI, S.J.
THIRD ACADEMIC.
MR. JOSEPH S. REINER. S.J.,
SECOND ACADEMIC.
MR. JOHN J. HALLIGAN, S.J.,
FIRST ACADEMIC.
MR. WILLIAM T. BURNS, A.B.,
PRE-AcADEMIC.
REv. JOSEPH F. REAL,8.J.,
REV. JOHN E. KENNEDY, S.J.,
CHAPLAINS.

~~AVIER ACADEMY, Dana Ave-nue and Winding Way, under')( the care of the Fathers of theSociety of Jesus was openedJanuary 5, 191Q. 11'01' five years
previous to this, it was located at the south-
west corner of Lincoln and Gilbert Avenues,
Walnut Hills.
This institution, as its name suggests, is
connected with St. Xavier College at Seventh
Avenue and Sycamore street. The entrance
requirements and the grading of the classes
are identical in both institutions. A success-
ful examination at the end of the year will
admit the student to the next higher class in
St. Xavier College should he wish to go there.
In fact these two form but one institution,
the Branch Academy being opened in the
residence portion of the city to accommodate
the residents of Cincinnati's growing suburbs.
The Academy has many advantages of
location, being situated in the heart of Avon-
dale it is within easy reach of Hyde Park,
Oakley, Walnut IElls, Evanston, Norwood,
Bond Hill, Mt. Auburn and Clifton.
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1!}tstorical. . In 1906 the Board of Trustees
of St. Xavier College deemed it advisable
to enlarge the educational equipment of the
College and accordingly opened a Branch
Academy or High School in Walnut Hills.
This site, however, soon proved to be in-
adequate. An opportunity of securing a more
suitable location together with ampler grounds
having presented itself, the College authorities
determined to purchase the park and club house
formerly occupied by the Avondale Athletic
Club.
On September 19, 1911, the legal transfer
of the property was made to the College.
After the necessary alterations and repairs
had been made, the new Academy was solemnly
dedicated by His Grace Most Reverend Henry
Moeller, D.D., Archbishop of Cincinnati, on
December 29, 1911, and on January 5, 191~,
the classes were transferred from Walnut Hills
to their new and beautiful home in Avondale.
The building answers the present require-
ments. It is large, roomy and lightsome;
containing besides the class rooms, a spacious
reading room, dining halls, chapel, play room,
shower baths and four bowling alleys. 'rhe
grounds are admirably suited to educational
purposes. On the East and West are high
level plateaus,-and between these lies a bron<l
valley, presenting an ideal campus with gri<l-
iron, base ball diamonds; swimming pool,
tennis courts and every facility for out-door
athletics.
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atm. The training in the new St. Xavier
Academy or High School is of the sort which
three hundred years of Jesuit educational work
has made known throughout the world. The
aim of this institution is to turn out young
men who~e mental faculties have been so de-
veloped and formed that they may successfully
enter upon the immediate preparation for any
career.
It is not the intention actually to equip its
students with professional knowledge; conse-
quently, studies of a technical nature as such are
not included in the course. Long experience
has proven, to the satisfaction of the best edu-
cators the world over, that a young man well
trained in general and classical studies succeeds
better afterwards in professional preparation than
one whose early training was distracted by an
assorted smattering of quasi-professional studies.
In other words, it is almost universally admitted
that a well developed and properly formed mind
is a more valuable asset in any career or pro-
fession than a heterogeneous and half-assimi-
lated mass of information.
Of at least equal importance with this mental
training is the moral formation offered in this
school. Students are assured a careful super-
vision, a personal and kindly interest, and due
attention to their religious instruction. It is the
conviction of the Society of Jesus, at least, that
the final result of a good education is neither
distinctively intellectual nor distinctively moral,
but rather that combination of capable intelli-
gence and sterling manly virtue which makes up
9
a good character: that it is men who are to be
trained in schools, not mere minds.
Qfbutational ~!,5tem. In pursuance of this
plan, the studies insisted upon are mainly literary,
mathematical and historical. The student is
taught to appreciate excellence of thought and
propriety of language, through instruction in the
classics of Latin and Greek and English. He
is drilled into habits of orderly and accurate
thinking by the comparative study of the forms
and idioms of these tongues. His mind is
strengthened and developed in logical power by
the rigorous discipline which mathematics affords.
And while acquiring a store of useful informa-
tion, he learns to appreciate men and times by
the systematic perusal of ancient and modern
history. Details of these and supplementary
studies are given in the "Scheme of Studies,"
which occurs later on.
moral 'atraining. In its moral training the
Xavier Academy aims at building the con-
science of its students for the right fulfilment of
their civil, social and religious duties. There is
insistence on the cultivation of the Christian
virtues which operate for this fulfilment; and as
the only solid basis of virtue and morality, thor-
ough instruction in the principles of religion
forms an essential part of the system. Students
or any denomination are admitted to the courses,
and all are required to show a respectful demeanor
during the ordinary exercises of public prayer;
but the Catholic students are required to attend
the classes in Christian Doctrine, to be present
at the Chapel exercises, to make an annual
retreat, and to approach the Sacraments at least
once a month.
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~t~~ion~. The Academic year consists of one ses-
sion, beginning on the first Monday of Septem-
ber and ending on or about June ~lst, when the
Annual Distribution of Premiums takes place.
The session is divided into two terms-the first
ending on the 1st of January and the second on
or about June ~lst.
(fxamination~. A thorough examination of all the
classes is made at the close of the second term:
the matter for this examination covers the work
from December. There are four competitions
during the course of the year-the first in Octo-
ber, the second in December, the third in Febru-
ary, and the fourth toward the end of April.
The first, second and third competitions are fol-
lowed by distribution of premiums. The places
or degrees of merit obtained by the students in
the different classes are publicly proclaimed, and
honors are awarded to such as have been most
distinguished for good conduct, diligence and
proficiency.
Quarterly reports are sent to the parents or
guardians of the students, to inform them of the
conduct and improvement of their sons or wards.
The Prefect of Studies should be notified if the
reports are not received in due time.
~romotion~. Promotions to a higher grade are
regularly made at the beginning of the Academic
year; but they will be made at any time when
the student's progress justifies them. Students
whose average in each of two principal branches
or whose general average in the collective branches
of the class is less than 67 will not be allowed
to pass to a higher grade. Students who fail in
one of the principal branches will be "conditioned,"
11
and will not be promoted until the condition be
removed by a satisfactory examination. As con-
ditioned e~aminations impose an additional bur-
den on the professors, they must be made on
the day assigned; if not, a fee of $1.00 shall be
charged for each examination.
QCla55 _tanbing. The student's progress IS m-
dicated by the combined result of the competi-
tions mentioned above and his class work.
"Class Work" is the record of the student's at-
tendance and of his satisfactory work during the
hours of class. It counts half, equally with the
examinations, in his standing. Markings are on
the scale or 100. An average below 75 shows an
unsatisfactory standing; an average below 67 is
failure to pass.
J>onot5 nnb ~ri?e5. The honors and prizes
awarded at the end of the year are determined by
the recitations of the entire year and the compe-
titions. To the student making the highest aver-
age in the collective branches or his class a gold
medal is awarded. Those whose average is 90
per cent and upward merit the distinction of First
Honors; and those whose average is betwccn 85
and 90, Second Honors. Besides these incentives
to study, special mention is made in the catalogue
of those who have obtained leading places in the
various branches of their classes.
'!entrance. Every candidate for admission who is
not personally acquainted with some member of
the Faculty must produce proper testimon~als of
a good moral· character. If he comes from
another college, he will be required to present a
certificate of good standing in the institution
which he has left.
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~eneral l\egulatioml. 1. Attendance. - f\s
regular attendance is an important element in
class standing and an essential condition for suc-
cessful work, students must not be detained or
withdrawn from classes ~xcept for very grave rea-
sons. For absence, for tardiness, or for permis-
sion to withdraw before the close of the daily ses-
sion, a note from the parent or guardian will in-
variably be required. Mere absence does not ex-
cuse a student from the obligation of preparing his
ordinary recitations or relieve him from any part
of his examinations. Frequent absence or tardi-
ness, except on account of sickness, is sufficient
cause for dismissal.
2. Flame Study.-All the endeavors of the
Faculty will fail to insure success for the students
unless they apply themselves to their studies with
diligence and constancy outside of class hours.
Approximately twenty-five hours each week are
spent in class work; and to prepare the recita-
tions and exercises for this work, as well as to
review the matter previously seen, at least fifteen
hours of home st1ldy each week, or from two to
three hours daily, are required. Parents and
guardians are, therefore, respectfully urged to
insist on this application.
3. Communications.-Due notice should be
given to the Vice-President or Prefect of Studies
of a change of residence, or of the contemplated
withdrawal of a student.
.J}oon i.uncbeon. To meet the wishes of many
parents and students, a cozy lunch room has
been fitted up ano placed under reliable man-
agement, so that a warm lunch may be obtained
at the noon recess. The service is a la carte
and the charges are moderate.
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(:ompetitibe j)cbolar~btp.
Five scholarships will be offered the coming year
by the Trustees of St. Xavier College. These scholar~
ships will be awarded by competitive examination.
CONDITIONS OF THE EXAMINATION.
1. Each applicant must have been a pupil of the
Parochial School, which he represents, during the
whole session of 1910-1911.
2. The contest is restricted to Eighth Grade
pupils.
8. No school will be awarded more than one
scholarship.
4. Five scholarships will be awarded. The pupil
who makes the highest averages will be entitled to free
education in the entire High School and College
Courses; the winners of the other four scholarships
will receive a free education in the High School
Course.
5. The examinations will be held on Saturday.
June £9, 1912, at 8 :80 a.m., in the St. Xavier Col-
lege, Seventh and Sycamore streets, Cincinnati.
The candidates should report at the College at
8:80 a.m., on the day' of the contest, with an intro~
ductory letter from their Pastor or teacher.
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MATTER OF EXAMINATION.
English Grammar-Etymology, rules of syntax,
correction of false syntax with reasons, parsing and
analysis of sentences.
English Composition-Including spelling, punc-
tuation, use of capitals, etc.
Reading-At sight.
Arithmetic-The whole arithmetic, particular stress
being laid on fractions, common and decimal, per-
centage, interest, proportion, square root, cube root,
mensuration.
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Some of the friends of Old St. Xavier, realizing the im-
portance and necessity of substantial encouragement and
support in the work of higher Catholic education, have re-
cently tendered such encouragement and support in the
most practical and desirable way, viz.: by establishing
Perpetual Scholarships. These St. Xaviel' gratefully fl.C-
knowledges with benedictions on the heads of those who
have bestowed them.
A Perpetual Scholarship is said to have been founded or
established, when the endowment is Fifteen Hundred Dol-
lars, a sum sufficiently large to yield an annual interest that
will cover the yearly tuition fees.
The following Perpetual Scholarships have been donated:
Two Scholarships, in thanksgiving for favor!o1 re-
ceived, by a friend of Higher Catholic Education,
whose name is withheld for the present by request.
The Scholarship, founded by the Young LadiNl'
Sodality of St. Xavier Church, in favor of a del.wrving
student of the St. Xavier Parochial School.
The President and Faculty desire to express their grate-
ful acknowledgment of the receipt of Five Hundred Dollars,
advanced by a friend, as a basis for another Perpetual
Scholarship.
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~octttie5. Acolythical Society.-Theprincipal
object of this Society is to add beauty and
solemnity to divine worship by an accurate
observance of the liturgic rites and ceremonies
as also to afford Catholic students, distinguished
for excellent deportment, the honor of serving
in the Sanctuary.
Mr. John J. Halligan, S.Joo , .. , .. " Director
Leslie P. Meldon , . , President
Charles E. McDonald. , , Corresponding Secretary
John Henry Frey .. , , , . , , .. , Recording Secretary
Library and Reading Room As.wciations.-
These Associations have been established to
afford their members opportunities of enlarging
their fund of general knowledge. The library
is free to all students whose standing in their
respective classes gives satisfaction.
Mr. John J. Halligan, S.J , ,., , .. Director
Andrew A. U dry , , Secretary
JosephA. McCarthy, L ......•.... , .........•. Librarians
Charles E. McDonald, \
!tblttic ~550dation. Through t his
Association Athletics are entrusted to the
direct management of the student body, under
the supervision of the Faculty Director. Every
student is eligible to membership who attains
75 notes, the requisite standard of proficiency
in his studies.
Mr..Joseph S. Reiner, S.Joo , .. , Director
Joseph Brockman , President
William Stredelman, , Secretary
William Walsh .. , , , , Treasurer
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~trml1. As the institution is not endowed, it is en-
tirely dependent for its support on the fees paid
for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten months for all
classes, $60.00.
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-
annually in advance. The account for tuition
dates from the day of the student's entrance.
No deduction is allowed for absence, save in case
of dismissal or protracted illness. The session is
divided into quarters, beginning respectively
about the 1st of September, the 15th of Novem-
ber, the 1st of February and the l§th of April.
~dmob:J[tbgmtnt~. The Faculty wish to express
their grateful acknowledgment for donations
to the Chapel and Library from:
A Friend; a Rigalico Altar, VestmeJ;lt Case,
Organ, Curtain, Sanctuary Carpet, and two
Adoring Angels.
A Friend; Altar Cloths, Laces, Curtain, Silks
for Tabernacle.
A Friend; Three Classical Framed Pictures.
A Friend; Lace Curtains for Library Office,
Parlor and Hall.
A :F'riend; Fifty books for the Library.
A Friend: A Set of the Catholic Encyclopoedia.
Mr. Walter Schmidt.
Mr. William H ..Fox.
Mr. Frank Gusweiler.
Mr. Adam Schmidt.
The members of the Pre-Academic Class; Eight
Sectional Book Cases.
18


~cabtm!, or J)igb ~cbool.
GENERAL STATEMENT.
The instruction given at St. Xavier Branch Aca-
demy, besides being a preparation for college, aims
at imparting an education such as is usually given in
the best High Schools and Academies. It comprises
four classes, corresponding to the foul' years classical
course of approved High Schools.
As it is one of the main ends of education to develop
in the youthful mind the habit of clear and accurate
thinking, much attention is given, the first year or
two, to the analysis and synthesis of sentences, and in
general, to the study of grammatical rules and prin-
ciples. This is all the more insisted upon because a
thorough knowledge of Etymology and Syntax is the
only sound basis for the more advanced work of
reading and literary interpretation. For the same
reasons, authors are studied with much care and
minuteness, with a view to thoroughness rather than
to extensive reading in the Latin and Greek authors.
A little well thought out is more effective towards true
education than a great deal that is ill-digested and
imperfectly understood.
Much more stress is laid on the subject of Latin
composition than is usual in High Schools, for the
reason that the value of the study of Latin, as an
educational instrument, rests in no small measure on
the work of composition. The reading of Latin, as it
is usually practiced, requires comparatively little
mental effort; but translation from English into
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Latin forces thought and reflection. There is scarcely
an intellectual process which the young student has to
go through that requires more reflection and alertness
of mind, a more concentrated attention and a clearer
insight into the precise meaning of language than the
task of "reproducing in an ancient tongue the thoughts
and sentences of modern speech." If Latin deserves
to be retained as an instrument of training, Latin
. composition deserves to be studied well.
In Mathematics and other studies, the programme
hcre set down follows the usual division of subjects
in approved High School courses. The course in
English is particularly thorough and complete. Grad-
ual and harmonious development on a systematic
basis has ever been the aim in the selection and gracla-
tion of all these studies.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
1. All applicants for admission must give satis-
factory evidence of good moral character.
2. Candidates for admission to the first year of
Xavier Academy or High School must pass It satis-
factory examination in the following subjcels:
ENGLISH. I.-Grammar.-Parts of speech; eases;
tenses; voice, active and passive; dasHificution of
sentences; parsing; analysis of complex sentencl's.
2. Composition.-A short letter or narrative to
test the candidate's ability to write grammatical Eng-
lish.
ARITHMETIC. Fractions, common and decimal;
~eno~inate nU~b~rs; measurements; percentage,
mcludmg commISSIOn, stocks and bonds, simple and
20
compound interest, discount; ratio and proportion;
square and cube roots.
HISTORY. Principal epochs and events of the
history of the United States; some knowledge of the
chief actors in these events; causes and results of
great movements and wars.
GEOGRAPHY. Division of the world into conti-
nents; political division of the continents; form of
government of each country, its chief cities, its great
rivers and products, etc.
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FIRST YEAR.
In this class the study of Latin is begun, the object
of the class being to familiarize the student with Latin
Etymology. Accurate memory work and daily drill,
both oral and written, are employed to secure fami-
liarity with the Latin forms. Habits of close observa-
tion, of persevering study and of logical method are
inculcated. Thus the student becomes conscious of
the progress made and acquires confidence in him-
self. A review of English grammar runs parallel with
the study of Latin. This affords an opportunity for
illustration and comparison and renders the special
English work of the year intelligible and interesting.
Efforts are made to develop imagination and the
literary sense by the methodic study and imitation of
selections from Irving. A booklet has been specially
prepared for this purpose.
SECOND YEAR.
During the second year the case constructions of
Latin are studied by precepts and practice. Skill in
parsing, readiness in the analysis and construction of
sentences, are aimed at together with faeility of ex-
pression in translation and in the simpler forms of com-
position. In English, diligent comparison with Latin
constructions leads to intelligent discussion of English
Syntax, and of the more lengthy and complex English
sentences, periodic and otherwise. Hence, particular
attention is given to the study and acquisition of the
rhetorical qualities of sentences-unity, coherence, etc.
Greek is begun.
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THIRD YEAR.
The object of this class is to pursue the work begun
in the preceding years and to complete the study of
grammar, at least in outline. Daily drill and frequent
written exercises in Latin and Greek familiarize the
pupil with the forms, structure and idioms of these
languages. In English, on the other hanel, the aim
is to cultivate a sense of discrimination in the choice of
words, purity of phrase and idiom, vividness of ex-
pression, grasp of structure in the more lengthy
themes of a narrative and descriptive character.
FOURTH YEAR.
The fourth year is devoted to a formal and sys-
tematic review of the entire field of grammar. Com-
parative grammar is made a special feature; the
study of Latin and that of Greek go hand in hand;
idiom is balanced against idiom; construction com-
pared or contrasted with construction. It is only by
thus repeating and dwelling on syntactical principles,
by comparing and contrasting them, that the student
will become familiar with the highly complex structure
of the classic languages and begin to feel something of
their real genius. In the matter of translation from
Latin and Greek into the vernaculal', what is called
"literal translation," that is, the rendering of Latin
into uncouth and awkward English, is absolutely not
tolerated.
In English, the student is further trained in the
various species of prose composition, narration, etc.,
dialogue and letter writing. Considerable attention
is given this year to the theory and practice of verse
writing, both as an accomplishment in itself and as an
aid to the acquisition of any easy, graceful style in
prose.
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~tbtbult of ~tubit5.
All the studies are prescribed unless otherwise
indicated.
The number of periods indicates the amount of
time given to a study per week. A period, unless
otherwise specified, stands for 50 minutes.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Two one-half hour periods weekly.
FIRST YEAR. Faith.-Its object, necessity and
qualities. The Apostles' Creed. Text-book: De-
harbe's Large Catechism.
SECOND YEAR. The Commandments of God,
Precepts of the Church, Sin and Virtue. Text-book,
as in first year.
THIRD YEAR. Coppens' Systematic Study of the
Catholic Religion, Treatise IV, from Grace to end
of book.
FOURTH YEAR. Coppens' Systematic Study of
the Catholic Religion, Treatise I, The Christian Reve-
lation, to Treatise IV, p. 1 to p. 191.
LATIN.
FIRST YEAR. (Ten periods of 60 minutes each.)
Precepts,-first and second terms: Etymology;
rules of concord of noun, adjective, relative and verb.
Bennett's Grammar.
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Practice: Short exercises and daily oral drill.
The exercises are arranged by the instructor.
Author for second term: Viri Romae.
Memory: Pupils are required to learn by heart
about ten vocables a day. These vocables are used
in the daily oral and written exercises.
SECOND YEAR. (Five periods of 60 minutes each.)
Precepts,-first term: First year matter reviewed,
including exceptions; irregular, defective and im-
personal verbs; adverbs and prepositions.
Second term: Chief rules for cases. Also the
grammatical notes in Arnold to No. 177.
Author,-first term: Viri Romae and Nepos'
Lives.
Second term: Nepos' Lives.
Sight Reading, both terms: Parts of authors not
seen thoroughly.
Practice: Arnold's Latin Prose Composition re-
vised by Bradley.
Both terms: From the beginning of the book to
No. 177; also supplementary exercises, No. 541.
Memory,-both terms: Important verbs with their
principal parts as given in Bennett, No. UO, etc.,
eight or ten a day. '
THIRD YEAR. (Five periods of 60 minutes each.)
Precepts,-first term: Review of the syntax of
nouns; syntax of adjectives and pronouns.,
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Second term: Syntax of verbs.
Authors,-first term. Caesar, de Bello Gallieo.
Second term: Caesar and some of Cicero's Let-
ters. Or Cicero de Senectute.
Sight Reading: Parts of authors not read thor-
oughly.
Practice,-both terms: Bradley's Arnold, from
number 177 to number 382.
FOURTH YEAR. (Five periods of (10 minutes each.)
Precepts,-first term: Review of syntax of nouns,
adjectives, pronouns and verbs, to the moods.
Seeond term: Review of the rest of syntax;
word-order, sentence structure, style; Julian Calen-
dar; Prosody: Alvarez.
A1tthors,-first term: Cicero, In Catilinarn, I,
III, pro Archia; Ovid's Metamorphoses.
Second term: Virgil's Eclogues; Aeneid, Bks. I, II.
Sight Reading: Selections from Virgil's Eclogues
and Georgics or Aeneid.
Practice,-both terms: Bradley's Arnold, from
number 382 to end of book. Review of the more
difficult exercises. Translation of conncdcd dis-
course.
Memory: A few lines from author daily.
GREEK.
FIRST YEAR.
Towards the end of the second term a few hours
are devoted to the study of Greek, so as to familiarize
the pupiLwith the alphabet and the pronunciation.
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SECOND YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts,-both terms: Declension of nouns,
regular and irregular; adjectives; the ,regular verb.
Practice: Two themes a week; frequent written
class exercises; a written review once a week.
},{emm'Y: Six or eight words daily.
THIRD YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts,-first term: The regular verb repeated; .
contract verbs, etc. Kaegi-Kleist Nos. 80 to 98.
Second term: Verbs in p. t, etc., Nos. 98 to 112.
incl.; syntax to cases, Nos. 114 to 131.
Author,-first term: White's First Greek Book
or Xenophon, Anabasis.
Second term: Xenophon, Anabasis, Bks. I and II.
Practice,-both terms: A theme twice a week.
Frequent written class exercises.
Memory.' Word-list from the Grammar and the
author.
FOURTH YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts,-first term: Syntax of cases; preposi-
tions; tenses; moods, Nos. 131 to 176.
Second term: Mooels, clauses, etc.; Nos. 176
to 208.
Author,-first term: Xenophon, Anabasis, Bks.
III and IV.
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Second term: Homer, Odyssey, B. 1.
Sight Reading: Xenophon's Anabasis or Cyro-
poedia.
Practice,-both terms: Two themes a week, built
on the words and sentences of Xenophon, and illus-
trating the rules of syntax.
Memory: Select passages from the author.
ENGLISH.
FIRST YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: Analysis and sentence-
building, punctuation, etc.; occasional practice in
letter writing.
Text Book: McNichols' Fundamental English
and Ryan's Studies in Irving.
Texts for Study: Irving, The Sketch Book; Haw-
thorne, Tanglewood Tales; Dickens, Christmas
Carols; Goldsmith, Deserted Village; Longfellow,
Evangeline; Whittier, Snowbound; Scott, Lady
of the Lake.
M emory: From the authors read in class.
SECOND YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: The period; development
and imitation of periods; the paragraph; construc-
tive principles of the paragraph; analysis and imi-
tation of paragraphs.
Text-books: Donnelly's Imitation and Analysis,
and Ryan's Studies in Irving as a companion book for
work in composition.
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Texts for Study: Hawthorne, The Great Stone
Face, The Snow Image; Poe, The Gold Bug, The
Purloined Letter; Wiseman, Fabiola; Macaulay,
Lays of Ancient Rome; Longfellow, Tales or a Way-
side Inn; Bryant, Selections; Arnold, Sohrab and
Rustum.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
THIRD YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Pl'actice: Thorndike, Elements of
Rhetoric and Composition; Sentences, Words, Good
Use.
Texts for Study: Lamb,' Select Essays of Elia;
De Quincey, Flight of a Tartar Tribe; Newman,
Callista; Lafcadio Hearn, Chita; Tennyson, The
Holy Grail, The Passing of Arthur; De Vere, Dom-
ville's Selections (Burns and Oates); Drake, Cul-
prit Fay; Lowell, Vision of Sir Launral.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
FOURTH YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: The four species of prose
composition ; versification; essays.
Text-book; Thorndike's Elements or Rhetoric
and Composition.
Texts for St1ldy: Macaulay, Select Essays; New-
man, Prose Selections; Addison, Selections from the
Spectator; Burke, Conciliation with the Colonies;
vVordsworth, Selections; Moore's Melodies; Shakes-
peare, Merchant or Venice or Macbeth.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
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Text-books:
Plane and Solid
veying.
FIRST YEAR.
MATHEMATICS.
Wentworth's Complete Algebra,
Geometry, Trigonometry and Sur-
(Five periods.)
First term: Algebra,-from the beginning to
Common Factors and Multiples, cc. 1 to 7 exel.
Second term: Algebra,-Common Factors to
Simultaneous Equations of the first degree, excl., cc.
7-11 excl. Also Loci of Equations, c. 32.
SECOND YEAR. (Four periods.)
First term: Algebra,-Simuitaneous Equations to
Indeterminate Equations, cc. 11-16 excl.
Second term: Algebra,-Indeterminate Equa-
tions to Choice, etc., excl.
THIRD YEAR. (Four periods.)
First term: Geometry, Bks. I, II.
Second term: Geometry, Bks. III, IV, V.
FOURTH YEAR. (Four periods.)
First term: Geometry, Books VI, VII, VIII.
Second term: Plane Trigonometry, ce. 1 to 5 excl.
Instruction in the theory and use of logarithmic
tables is given in connection with Plane Trigono-
metry.
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HISTORY.
FIRST YEAR. (Two periods.)
Oriental and Grecian History. Text-hook: Mor-
ey's Outlines' of Ancient History.
SECOND YEAR. (Two periods.)
History of Rome. Text-book: Morey's Outlines
of Ancient History.
THIRD YEAR. (Two periods.)
History of the United States.
Text-hooks: Montgomery's History of the United
States, and Macy's Lessons in Civil Government.
FOUR'fH YEAR. (Two periods.)
Guggenberger's History of the Christian Era.
SCIENCE.
FIRST YEAR. (Two periods.)
Physical Geography. Text-book: "New Phy-
sical Geography," by R. S. Tarr.
SECOND YEAR. (Two periods.)
Physiology and Hygiene. Text·hook: "Applied
Physiology, Advanced," by Frank Overton, M.D.
THIRD YEAR. (Two periods.)
Elementary Biology (Botany.) Text-book: "Bo-
tany: An Elementary Text-book," by L. H. Bailey'
FOURTH YEAR. (Two periods.)
Elementary Biology continued (Zoology.) Text-
hook: Zoology, Colton. Part I-Descriptive.
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.molletn 1Languagt~.
GERMAN.
FIRST YEAR. (Three periods.)
First term: (a) Grammar,-Etymology to Aux-
iliary Verbs.
Second term: Auxiliary and Regular Verbs,
Joynes-Meissner.
(b) Authors. Joynes-Meissner Reader. Heath's
Classic Series.
SECOND YEAR. (Three periods.)
First term: (a) Grammar,-Review. Irregular,
Inseparable, Separable, Impersonal, Reflexive Verbs.
Second term: Review. Syntax to Syntax of
Verbs. Joynes-Meissner.
(b) Authors. Joynes-Meissner Reader. Heath's
Classic Series.
THIRD YEAR. (Three periods.)
First term: (a) Grammar,-Review. Syntax of
Verb to the end.
Second term: Thorough Review of all Syntax.
Joynes-Meissner.
(b) Authors. Heath's Classic Series.
FRENCH.
FIRST YEAR. (Three periods.)
,
First term: (a) Grammar,-Etymology to Aux-
iliary Verbs, inclusively.
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Second term: Review of the four Conjugations.
Fraser and Squair.
(b) Authors. Heath's Classic Series.
SECOND YEAR. (Three periods.)
First term: (a) Grammar,-Review. Neuter,
Pronominal and Impersonal Verbs. Irregular Verbs
of the four Conjugations.
Second term: Review. All of Syntax, including
principal exceptions. Fraser and Squair.
(b) Authors. Heath's Classic Series.
THIRD YEAR.
First term:
of Etymoogy.
Second term:
ser and Squair.
(b) Authors.
(Three periods.)
(a) Grammar,-Thorough Review
Thorough Review of Syntax. Fra-
Heath's Classic Series.
ELOCUTION.
One period a week throughout the four years course.
This Class is intended for such students as are
not sufficiently prepared in some branch or branches
for admittance into the First Academic Class.
The class was begun for the benefit of students
from Private Schools and from Parochial Schools
which have 110 Eighth Grade. Students from
schools which have an Eighth Grade, should com-
plete this grade before applying for admission into
the Academy.
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SCHEDULE OF CLASS PERIODS.
First Second Third Fourth
Year. Year. Year. Year.
Latin ......... 9 5 5 5
----
Greek ......... 5 [) [)
---- -
English ........ 5 4 4 4
--------
History ........ ~ ~ 2 2
------------
----
Mathematics " . 5 4 4 4
--------
Elementary Science 1 1 2 [)Physics
----
Religion ....... ~ ~ ~ 2
---- -
Elocution ...... 1 1 1 1
-------
Bookkeeping ... 3
Elective
----
Modern Languages Elective 3 Perio ds
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((ontt~t in (flocutiou.
THB GOLD MBDAL
In the First Section-Third and Second Academic.
was won by
ANDREW A. UDRY.
NEXT IN MERIT:
Alphonse R. Von der Ahe. Joseph W. Brockman.
Donor of Medal: MR. HENRY H. FREY.
In the Second Section-First Academic and Pre-Academic
was won by
WILLIAM E. BARRS.
NEXT HI MERIT:
Stanley E. McDevitt. William J. Conway.
Donor of Medal: MR. HENRY H. FREY.
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~nnual ctConttt\t in ctelocution.
May 29,1912.
PROGRAMME.
Funiculi, Funicula Dellza
Solo and Chorus.
PRE-AcADEMIC.
"A Ship on Fire" Raymond Woerner
"In the French Camp" Clarence Giese
"He Flagged the Train" William Conway
FIRST ACADEMIC.
"Bay Billy" , , . , Joseph McCarthy
"Casabianca" Raymond McDermott
"Deaf as a Post" , . , . , William Barrs
"King Robert of Sicily" , , , Stanley McDevitt
Off for the Front Franklin
Violin Solo, Andrew Udry.
SECOND ACADEMIC.
"Down to Old Aunt Mary's" William Walsh
"Mark Anthony's Oration" David McManus
"Rosa" Andrew U dry
THIRD ACADEMIC.
"Progress of Madness" , Joseph Brockman
"How Salvator Won" , ,Henry Thoman
"Vietor of Marengo" Alphonse Von cler Ahe
Traeumerei Schumann.
Violin Solo, Raymond McDermott.
"Long Live the Pope" , , , Gana
Chorus.
JUDGES:
MR. HENRY H. FREY. MR. FRANCIS A. NURRE.
MR. JULIUS UtHLETN.
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Honors and Class Standing are determined by the daily recitations
and quarterly competitions of the year. The standard for the First
Honors is 90 per cent., and for Second Honors, 85 per cent.
~birb ~tabtmit (~birb ~tar 1f>tgb).
THE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
JOSEPH W. BROCKMAN,94.7.
Leslie P. Meldon, 93.
FIRST HONORS:
Henry A. Thomann, 92.
SECOND HONOBS:
Alphonse R. Von del' Ahe, 87. James A. Brett, 85.
Albert D. Cash, 85.
Class Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. LATIN.
First: Leslie P. Meldon. First: Joseph W. Brockman.
Next in Merit: Jos. W. Brockman. Next in Merit: Leslie P. Meldon.
Hen~y A. Thoman. Henry A. Thoman.
GREEK.
First: Josepll W. Brockman.
Next in Merit: Leslie P. Meldon.
Henry A. Thoman.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION.
ENGLISH PBECEPTS.
First: Joseph W. Brockman.
Next in Merit: Leslie P. Meldon.
Henry A. Thoman.
HISTORY AND CIVICS.
First: Alphonse R. Von der Ahe. First: Henry A. Thoman.
Next in Merit: EdwardJ. Sanker. Next in Merit: Jos. W. Brockman.
James A. Brett. Leslie P. Meldon.
MATHEMATICS.
First: Joseph W. Brockman.
Next in Merit: Leslie P. Meldon.
Albert D. Cash.
BOTANY.
First: Joseph W. Brockman.
Next in Merit: Leslie P. Meldon.
Alphonse R. Von del' Ahe.
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THE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
W. PAUL WENDELN. 94.
FIRST HONORS:
Raymond J. McCoy, 98. Raymond B. Brockman. 98.
William H. Stredelman. 92.
SECOND HONORS:
David G. McManus, 87.
Cla88 Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Raymond B. Brockman.
W. Paul Wendeln.
Next in Merit: Ray. J. McCoy.
GREEK.
First: W. Paul Wendeln.
Next in Merit: Ray. J. McCoy.
David G. McManus.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
First: Raymond J. McCoy.
Next in Merit: W. Paul Wendeln.
William H. Stredelman.
MATHEMATICS.
First: Raymond B. Brockman.
Next in Merit: W. Paul Wendeln.
Raymond J. McCoy.
LATIN.
First: W. Paul Wendeln.
Next in Merit: Ray. J. McCoy.
William H. Stredelman.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: W. Paul Wendeln.
Next in Merit: Wm.H.Stredelman
Raymond B. Brockman.
HISTORY.
First: William H. Stredelman.
Next in Merit: Ray. J. McCoy.
W. Paul Wendeln.
PHYSIOLOGY.
First: William H. Stredelman.
Next in Merit: Ray. J. McCoy.
Raymond B. Brockman.
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jfit~t §cabtmic (jfir~t ~tar ~i!tb).
THE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
JOHN HENRY FREY, 96.75.
FIRST
John E. Reardon, 95.7.
Raymond J. McPhillips, 95.7.
Francis M. Grieme, 95.5.
Edward B. Sudhoff, 95.5.
Joseph F. McCarthy, 95.~.
Owen T. Taphorn, 95.
HONORS:
John J. O'Donnell, 94.
Edward J. Gilligan, 94.
Carl F. Rauen, 98.5.
Joseph A. Welply, 98.
Joseph R. Hines, 9~.5.
Edward J. Hoban, 9~.
SECOND lIONORS:
Stanley E. McDevitt, 89. Ernst A. Guckiean, 86.
Edward J. Meyer, 88. Edward A. Sweeney, 85.
Bernard W. Quinlan, 87. Francis E. Verkamp, 85.
Class Standing.
CHRISTIAN DO CTRINE.
First: John Henry Frey.
Next in Merit: Jos. F. McCarthy.
Edward B. Sudhoff.
Joseph A. Welply.
Francis M. Grieme.
Raymond J. McPhillips.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Joseph F. McCarthy.
Next in Merit: John Henry Frey.
Edward J. Gilligan.
Joseph A. Welply.
Carl F. Rauen.
John E. Reardon.
LATIN.
First: Joseph F. McCarthy.
John Henry Frey.
Next in Merit: Ray. J. McPhillips.
Owen T. Taphorn.
Francis M. Grieme.
Carl F. Rauen.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION.
First: Joseph A. Welply.
Next in Merit: John E. Reardon.
Stanley E. McDevitt.
Owen T. Taphorn.
Francis M. Grieme.
John Henry Frey.
HISTORY. MATHEMATICS.
First: John Henry Frey. First: JosephF. McCarthy.
Next in Merit: Francis M. Grieme Raymond J. McPhillips.
Joseph A. Welply. Next in Merit: John Henry Frey.
John E. Reardon. Edward B. Sudhoff.
Edward B. Sudhoff. John E. Reardon.
Owen T. Taphorn. John J. O'Donnell.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
Fh'st: Edward B. Sudhoff.
Next in Merit: Raymond J. McPhillips.
Joseph A. Welply.
John E. Reardon.
Francis M. Grieme.
John Henry Frey.
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THE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Clas!!
was merited by
JOHN F. BYRNE, 98.6.
FIRST HO:l<ORS:
William J. Conway, 92.7. Clarence C. Giese. 90.9.
SECOND HONORS:
Aloysius J. Wernke. 89. Robert C. Dolle, 88.8.
Clarence J. Thiemann, 87.6. Harold E. Rieckelman, 86.7.
Paul A. Leininger, 86.
Class Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRI:I<E. E:I<GLIBH GRAMMAR.
First: John F. Byrne. First: .John F. Byrne.
Next in Merit: William J. Conway. Next in Merit: William J. Conway.
Clarence C. Giese. Harold E. Rieckelman.
Aloysius J. Wernke. Aloysius J. Wernke.
Robert C. Dolle. Clarence J. Thiemann.
E:I<GLISH COMPOSI'l'IO:I<.
First: John F. Byrne.
Next in Merit: Paul A. Leininger.
Clarence C. Giese.
Robert C. Dolle.
Robert E. Harrison.
GEOGRAPHY.
HISTORY.
First: John F. Byrne.
Next in Merit: William J. Conway.
Aloysius J. Wernke.
Clarence C. Giese.
Samuel A. Beahr.
ARITHMETL C.
First: John F. Byrne. First: William J. Conway.
Next in Merit: William J. Conway. Next in Merit: Clarence C. Giese.
Clarence C. Giese. John P. Byrne.
Aloysius J. Wernke. Aloysius J. Wernke.
Clarence J. Thiemann. Paul A. Leininger.
READING AND SPELLING.
First: Clarence C. Giese..
Next in Merit: John F. Byrne.
Henry K. Campbell.
Rohert C. Dolle.
Aloysius J. Wernke.
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Albers, Vincent A , , , .. , . Second Academic.
Barrs, William E. , , , ,First Academic.
Beahr, Samuel A , , . , .. , . Pre-Academic.
Betz, Francis L. . , , .. , Pre-Academic.
Bezenah, Louis P , , .. Pre-Academic.
Block, William M , , .. , First Academic.
Braun, Anthony J , Pre-Academic.
Brett, James A , , , .. , Third Academic.
Brockman, Joseph W , Third Academic.
Brockman, Raymond B.. , , . Second Academic.
Burdick, Bernard A.. , .. , , First Academic.
Byrne, John F., .. , , . Pre-Academic.
Campbell, Henry K. , , ,., Pre-Academic.
Cash, Albert D., , Tliird Academic.
CateHier, Reo J , , .. First Academic.
Conway, William J Pre-Academic.
Dacey, Cornelius J. . First Academic.
Dolle, Robert C. . .. ,., , .. Pre-Academic.
Dorsey, Emmett E ,.,." '. Pre-Academic.
Evers, Arthur J.. , , ,., Pre-Academic.
Flynn, William D. . , , .. , .. First Academic.
Fox, Arthur F. . , , .. Second Academic.
Fox, John J. , Third Academic.
Freericks, Francis H , . , Third Academic.
Frey, Francis H Pre-Academic.
Frey, John Henry , , First Academic.
Gerwin, Paul J , .. , Third Academic.
Giese, Clarence C. . , Pre-Academic.
Gilligan, Edward .J. , , .. First Academic.
Grieme, Francis M. . , , ,. First Academic.
Guckiean, Ernst. , First Academic.
Harrison, Robert E. . .. ' ,' , Pre-Academic.
Hines, Joseph R. . , First Academic.
Hoban, Edward .T•.. , ....••. , .•...•.•• First Academic.
Homan, James J , , Pre-Academic.
Kain, Robert M. . , Pre-Academic.
Kelly, Thomas J " , , First Academic.
Leininger, Paul A. .., " Pre-Academic.
McAdams, Joseph L , , Third Academic.
McCarthy, Joseph F First Academic.
McCoy, Raymond J Second Academic.
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McDermott, Clifford J. . Second Academic.
McDermott, Raymond W 0 ••••••• First Academic.
McDevitt, Lester W Third Academic.
McDevitt, Stanley E. . First Academic.
McDonald, Charles F Third Academic.
McManus, David G Second Academic.
McPhillips, Raymond J First Academic.
Meldon, Leslie P Third Academic.
Meyer, Edward J First Academic.
Mitchell, Francis H Second Academic.
Morley, Edward F Pre-Academic.
O'Brien, George J 0 ••••••••••••••• Pre-Academic.
O'Donnell, John J First Academic.
Pardieck, Joseph J Pre-Academic.
Perrung, Bernard T Pre-Academic.
Porter, Royal J Pre-Academic.
Quill, James E Pre-Academic.
Quinlan, Bernard W.. , First Academic.
Rauen, Carl F First Academic.
Heardon, John E First Academic.
Hieckelman, Harold E. Pre-Academic.
Hobcrts, Preston ,J. Pre-Academic.
Hueter, Edmund H. . Third Academic.
Hussell, Clarence A Pre-Academic.
Sanker, Edward J Third Academic.
Sieber, Francis J. . Second Academic.
Stredelman, William 1-1. Second Academic.
Sudhoff, Edward B 0 ••••••••••••••• First Academic.
Sullivan, William S Second Acadcmic.
Sweeney, Edward A First Acadcmic.
Taphorn, Owen T First Academic.
Thiemann, Clarence J Pre-Academic.
Thoman, Henry A Third Academic.
Udry, Andrew A. . Second Academic.
Van Frank, Philip A Third Academic.
Verkamp, Francis E First Academic.
Von del' Ahe, Alphonse R. Third Academic.
Walsh, John S Pre-Academic.
Walsh, William S , Second Academic.
Welply, Joseph A First Academic.
Wendeln, Wo Paul ,. Second Academic.
Wernke, Aloysius J 0 ••••••••••••••• Pre-Academic.
Wernke, Lawrence J , First Academic.
Wetterer, Giles J First Academic.
Wetterer, Walter B Pre-Academic.
Woerner. Raj-mond L Pre-Academic.
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6eneral ~nnounttments.
Matriculation-Parents are requested to enter their sons as
soon as possible after August 15th. Office Hours: 9 to
11 A.M. Students may apply before August 15th at St.
Xavier College, Seventh and Sycamore Streets, from
9 to 11 A.M. or 2 to 4 P.M.
Entrance Examinations will be held on Friday, August 30th,
at 8:30 A.M.
Examinations of Conditioned Students will take place on Tues-
day, August 27th, and Wednesday, August ~8th, at
9 A.M.
Fall Opening-Classes reopen Monday, September ~, 19l!i!.
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